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EFFECTIVE WIDTH AND lXY2XLTiiGOF
.
FLATES IN COMPRESSION
.
By Pai C. Hu, Eugene E. Lundquist,
and S. 3“.Batdorf
SUMUARY
A theoretical invest@at3.on was undertaken to
evaluate the effect of small deviations fr’omflatness
on the behavior of simply supported square-plates under
compression, it being assumed that the proportional limit
is not exceeded. This study involved the solution of the
von K&m6 large-deflection equations according to the
method used by Samuel Levy In NACA TN N6. 846; M a
result of the investigation, it was found that:
(1) The effects of initial deviations from flatness
upon buckle growth and effective width of plate are most
marksd at stresses around the theoretical flat-plate
critical stress; at stresses well above or below the
critical stress, the bshvior of a plate with an initial
deviation frGm flatness is very i~uch the same as that of
an initiall~ perfectly flat plate.
(2) In two commonly used laboratory methods giving
experimental critical stresses related to the start of
rapidly increasing lateral deflections tt may be expected
that the larger the initial deviation from flatness the
smaller is the experimental critical stress.
(5) The Southwell plot method of pradlcttng theo-
retical critical stresses for perfect specimens from
.
. experimental observations on actual speckens may not be
expected to give, in general, satisfactory results when
. applied to flat plates.
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Flat and curved plates constitut=basic structural
elements in an all-metal airplane structure. The behavior
and strength of both types of plate for various loading
conditions have’ been treated in the literature in varyln&
degrees.
The flat plate under compression has been treated
very extensively in previous vork, but almost always with
the restriction that the plate be perfectly flat. In
o~?erimental studies of the compressive strength of stif-
feners and stiffened panels that consist of flat-plate
elements, the so-called flat plate= have been found to
behave not as perfectly flat-plates, for which buckles
begin to form at a definite load called the critical load,
but to behave rather as ~lates w55th.slight deviation
from.flatness, for which buckles &gin tu grow with the
beginning of loading. The rate at which the buc’~les
grow with increase in.load is very slow at ~irst “but
increases appreciably as the crittcal load is a?aroached,
after which the rate of buckle growth with. load gradua>ly
diminishes.
c
,
Since every flat plate in pra.ctical.use behaves as
a vlate with sli@t deviations from flatness, a theo-
retical study of simply supported.~quare plates under
com~ression was undertaken to evaluate the effect of
small deviations from flatness on
(1) Growth of buckles with increase in load
[2) ~ffective wtdtt.of plate
(3) Emerimentdly deteriiined buckling or critical
stres~
(~j.)Applicabi Iity of the Southwell Dlot method of
predicting theoretical critical stzwsses for
perfectly flat plates f’romexperimental
observations on actual plates
The present” study involved the solution of the von K&m&
large-deflection equstl.ons according to the method of
Samuel Levy (reference 1) in order to obtain simulated
test data for plates with seveml initial deviations from
flatness.
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The mathematical development of the equctlons required
for the present investigation is given in appendix A for
a rectangular plate under lateral pressure a-ridlongi.-
tudinal and transverse compression. In appendix B the
special case of a square ~late subjected to compression
in only one direction is treated. !l%rou~hout the investi-
gation the assumption is made that the stresses remain
below the proportional limit. .
_____
SYXBOLS ‘ .
a
b
be
b?e
n
E
F
k
KOm
m,n,p
?rs
Dz
The coordinate system is shown in figure 10.
plate length In x-direction
—.-..
——
plate length in y-direction
effective width for load-carrying capacity
effective width for stiffness agai,ns-t-.f~ther .
edge compression —
——
—()Et3flexural rigidtty ——12(1-/)
YoungTs modulus
.
stress function
—=
“positive integer used as subscript
..
—.
.()
..-
‘mndimensionless deflection coefficient ~
dimensionless coefficient for initial deflection( )Womn-T-
posftive integers used as subscripts
coefficients in 3.nfinite series for
normal pressure
-eZ ““ ‘“
----
4q,r,s,t
t
U,v,w
W*
‘mn
%mn
X,ypz
YXy
y?
Xy
6
60
T*
~b
Cx$ CT
+ <’Y
c1
C2
eCrx
P
Oa
‘b
NJ.CLTN. ~Oo ~1~~
positive integers used as subscripts
plate thickness
deflections ~f a point in the x-, y-, and
z-directions, respectively
initial deflection in z-direction
coefficients in infinite series for w
coefficients in infinit~—series for *O
coordinates of a point measured from origin at
corner of nlate (see fig. 10)
shearing strain
shearing strain in middle. surface
total deflection at center of plate
initial deflection at center of plate
unit nlate shortening in ~-direction (total
shcmtening divided by a)
unit plate shortening in y-direction (total
shortening divided.by b)
compressive strain In x- and y-directions,
Yes?ectively
middle-surface compressive strain in x- and
y-directions, resoectiwely
extreme-fiber compressive strain in x-direction
at concave side of plate center
extreme-fiber compressive strain in x--direction
at convex side of plate center
critical strain in x-direction for a flat plate
subjected t-ocompressive stress in x-direction
Poissonls ratio
edge compressive stress in x-direction
edge compressive stress in y-direction
,
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average edge compressive stress in x-direction
—-—._ _.
Fb average edge compressive s“,tressin y-directi~n
oX9
‘Y
compressive stresses in x--and y-directions,
respectively
5 .
—..-_ —.-. .-
dxs Cr’vmiddle-surface compressive stresses in x- antiG. y-directions, res~ectively
c+!~,Of’x> - extreme-fiber compressive bending stresses in
x- and y-directions, respectively
aP.P critical edge compressive stress in x-direction
-.
x
for a flat plate /“[1
~m2t2 .
—— for a square plate
(
~(1-w2)b2
)
\
y 2
/
TXy shearing stress
T’xy shearing stress In middle surface
T’ixy extreme-fiber shearing stress due to bending only
Deviations from Flatness Considered
The t~es of initial curvature, deviations from flat-
ness, selected for the numerical analysis are those com-
ponents of the buckle pattern that first become predominant
—
after the assumed-flat sqtiareplate buckles;
Let the deflection surface of the simgly su-cported
square plate be represented by the equation
w=
=
x Z“.n‘inY ‘in??
m=l n=l .
—
m=l n=l
where the absolute value of Wm is the amplitude of a
component deflection surface ‘with m half waves in the
x-direction and n half waves ?.nthe y-direction, and
Km is a nondimensional measure of
( )
‘mn in terms of
the plate thickness Kmn = ‘~ .
At zero load ,the deflection surface Wo, which
d.esoribes the inftlal deviation from flatness, is given
as
.o=t~~”?oani+%ny
m=1 fi=l
(K‘mn = O for perfectly flet plete )
Whmza .dmply suoported, nerf’ectily
first buckles, the defleotian surface
flat square plate
w is of the form
r
.
.
—
,
.
‘% sin
‘n-x
77 sin
but as the deflection increases, other components appear,
the most important- of which is ~ —.
Zt is therefore reasonable to assume that
.
.
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.
.
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are the two mos $ i~~rtant t.yPQ&Of ini,~ialdeviation from
flatness i-”’~e the first of these types has a--greater
efrect th“an the second, more variations were studied of
the first than of the second. The particular combinations
of initial curvature of the %11 and K031
type corl-
sidered.for numerical computation are given in the fol-
1015Zgrabl:~
. . .
.
K011
K
031
a O (flat)
*01 c)
l 04 0
.10 0
0 .01 “-
,04 .01 ,
—
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
—
The assumption is made In the analysis that all edges
of the plate remain straight when buckling Occurs$ ati
that the side edges are allowed to translate in the plane
of the plate to such a position that the resultant of the
transverse forces on the side edges of the plate is zero.
The edge positions and stress distribution corresponding
to such an assumption for an initially perfectly flat
..
plate are indicated in figure 1, Vhen the plate Is not
perfectly flat the stress distributions ares from the
beginning of loadin , more or less of the general type
~illustrated by the ‘after-buckltng~’ case shown in fig~e IS
The theoretical study of the effect of deviations
from flatness on
.-
.
(1) Growth of buckles with increase in load
8(2) Effective width of plate
(3) Experimentally defined buc~ling or critical
stress
l
.
(4) Applicability of Southwell plot method ofl
d
predicting theoretical critical. stresses for
perfectly flat plates -from exr)erlmental
observations on actual ~lat-es .
disclosed relationshi~s which would be of most general
value when presented ~n nondimensional form by the use
5 - 60 Fa r& ~
of such natural ratios as — —
t ,’ ‘Crx’ ~crx’ b’
ble
and
-%-” Foisson~s” ratio w is taken =s 0.316 for the
commutations, The com~uted results apply only if the
gra~ortional limit is not exoeeded.
Growth of Ijucklaswith Increase in Load w-
The wayl.n which the net center deflection 5 - 50 .J
~ncreases with load as measured by the average stress
(sa is shown in figure 2. “hen a pcjrfectly flatnl~.te
is subflected to an increasing edge compression, no
deflection of the elate out of its original plane occurs -
until a definita stress, called the critical stress, ~s
renched. An increase in load above the critical load
cau,ses lar$;edeflections which.grow :less and less
ra~idly as the load incrsases more tid more. (See
curve for K = K
031
= O in fig. 2.)
’11 ~
When a nlate with an initial deviation from flatness
is subjected to compression, the deflections that result
from application of load grow very slowly with the first
increments of load btitgrow very rap”idly as the critical
load is approached; near the critlo~l load the rat.-of
fncrease of 6 -“60 with further itirease in load
diminishes and 5 - 60 a~proeches tbe deflection for the
perfectly flat plate at values not f.a.rabove the critical
load, (See curves other than ~1 = K051 = O in fig, 2.)%
*
..
Effective Width of Plate
The fundamental information for evaluating the
effect of deviations from flatness on two ty~es of effec-
tive width of ~late is presented in figure 3 where the
ratio of average stress to critical stress Ca/crcrx is
plotted against the ratio of unit plate -shortening to
critical strain z#cr
x“
The usual l~effective width~’ be, which Is associated
with the 30ad-carry~.~~city of the plate, may be
defined (see last paragraph of appendix B for derivation)
by the equation
./
Da Ocr
be=b x
/
Fa ‘c
crx
.
Thus the ratio of the effective width for load-carrying
capacity to the actual width of the plate befi is equal
*
to the ratio of ordinate to abscissa. in figure 3. In
figure ~ the effective-width ratio be\b _for load- ..-
~arr@ng ca~acity i.s plotted against the ratio of average
stress to critical stress 5a (sCr/ ‘for plates with dif-X
ferent amounts of initial deviation from flatness.
Another.tyoe of ‘Ineffectivewidtht’ b~e is associated
‘“$+’a+~:~%;%
~~ith the sttffne~s of the
sion -that is,
(
%=W.
b ‘(Fa/ccrx)
(A detailed discussion of this ty~e of effective width
1.scontained in refersnce 2 where it is referred to as
“reduced effective width. ”) ~hus the ratio of effeotive
,
width for stiffness to aotual width b~eib is given
directly by the slope of a curve o“f ~a acrW against/
‘a/ crx l
r A
Such curves are shown in.figure 3 for plates
with different--zmmznts of initial deviation from flat-
ness. In figure ~, the effeotive-width ratio fknrstil?f-
ness bre/b is plottod against the ratio of average
stras9 to critical stress /=a ocr ,,x
The effects of initial deviations from flatness upon
the effective width of simply supported squara plates arc
most marked at stresses around the theoretical flat-plate
critical. stress. we effective width for load-carrying
capacity of a nlate with an initial deviation from flat-
ness is, at all values of stress, less than that of an
initially perfectly flat plate .(fig. 4), The effective
width for stiffnass against further compression, however,
!.slass than that of a flat ~late at stresses below the
theoretical crj.tical stress but greater at stresses above
the critical (fig, ~). At stresses well above or below
the critical stress the effect of initial deviations u?on
either effective width of plate bGcomes negligible.
“
.
.
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.
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Experimentally Defin~d R.ickling
or Critical Stness
Since buckles begin to grow with the beginning of
Ioad.ingfor a plat9 that has an initial deviation from
flatness, there can be no buckling stress for an actual
elate in the slmict theoretical sanse; however, just as
a defined yield stress has bean foutiduseful h-r
materials that have no actual yield stress, so a de~lued
buokling or critical stress for a plate can convey much
meaning -to a ~racticing engineer.
A perfectly flat plat’s’”retiainsflat until the
buokling stress is raached, whereupon buckles are “produced
that grow rapidly with very small.further increases in
load, (See curve labeled Ko,, = Ka~l = O .infig. 2.)
Since the rapid incre&se of l~~ersl &flection with load
Is an important as~ect of the buckling of a perfectly flat
plate, it is reaso~able to retain this concent as the
—
.
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basis of an experimentally detemr.ined buckling stress for
an actual plate. Because, however, strains are usually
more easily measured than deflections with the equipment
available at present and because the manner of growth of
the extreme-fiber strains at either side of the buckle
crest is indicative of the increase in lateral deflections,
these strains instead of.the lateral deflections are
frequently measured in determining the buckling stresses
of plates.
In two NACA papers on the compressive strength of
stiffened panels (references 3 and 4) a method that will
be referred to herein as the “strain-reversal method’1 has
been used to obtain experimental buckling stresses. The
critical stress obtained by this method is defined as
the stress at which the extreme-fiber strain
‘2 on the
convex side of the buckle crest stops increasing and begins
to decrease. Critical,stresses obtained according to
this definition are indicated b~ circles in figure 6,
where the calculated extreme-fiber strains _in the direc-
tion of loading at either side of the buckle crest are
plotted as the abscissa agai.nat the average ap~lied stress
as the ordinate for plates with various assumed initial
deviations from flatness.
In a series of NACA papers on t_heplate compressive
strength of metals (references ~ to 10), the experimental
buckling stress was determined by a method that will be
referred to herein as the ‘ftop-of-the-knee method.f~ The
critical stress, accordjng to this method, is essentially .-
the stress corresponding to the top of the knee of a
curve of stress against lateral deflection. If the lateral
deflections cannot be readily measured, any other quantity
that increases in substantially the same manner as the
lateral deflections may be plotted instead. One such
quantity is
c1 - ‘2’ the difference in strains in the
direotion of loading at the two sides of the buckle crest.
Buckling stresses obtained by the top-of-the-knee method
are indicated by squares on the curves of figure 7 for
the several assumed initial deviations from flatness
considered in the present paper.
The critical stresses obtained by the two methods
just described are shown transferred to the stress-
f.inflectioncurves of figure 8. Both methods give critical
stresses that lie roughly on the knee or the stress-
deflection curve, the strain-reversal critical stress
being the more conservative of the two. Since the knee
of the curve may be judged to be the transition stage
from a low to a high rate of increase of lateral deflec-
tion with load, both methods can be considered appro-
priate- for obtaining experimental buckling stresses,
according to the criterion adopted herein as the basis
for defining an ex~erimental buckling stress. Regardless
of which method is used, a certain degree of personal
judgment must be exercised in the selection of the buckling
stresses, and the experimentally obtained buc’kling stress
becomes more and more uncertain as the initial deviation
from flatness increases. Despite this uncertainty, it
is clear that the effect~f’ initial aviations is to .
reduce the experimentally deter~ined buckling stress.
Critical Stress @ Postbuckling
Behavior of Plate
The experimental definitions of critical stress just
discussed were based on the concept of rate”of growth of
lateral deflection with load as the theoretical critical
stress is approached. Sin’cethe rate of growth of lateral
deflections below the theoretical critical str~ss is
strongly influenced by the initial deviat-!on from flatness,
it is natural and perhaps desirable that any method for
determining experimental critical stresses should be
sensitive to initial deviations from flatness.
At stresses considerably beyond the buckling stress,
however$ the behavior of the plate is essentially inde-
~endent-oi? initial deviations from flatness, (See
figs. 2 to 7.) For describing the.elastic plate behavior
in this range of stress, It is therefore advanta&eous to
use, If possible, the theoretical critical stress, which
is also independent
plat,e.
SouthwelI
of the initial
Plot Method of
Theoretical Critical
imperfections of the
Predicting
stress
Because the critical stresses for perfect specimens
are valuable both for checking theories and predicting
nostbuckling behavior and because in many cases such
.
l
w
1
.
.
.-
.,
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critical stresses are difficult to compute, a method of
determining them from experimental data on imperfect
snecimens appears to be very desirable. Southwell has
produced such a method for columns (reference 11), which
has been modified in reference 12 for easier application
to experimental work. Although this method applies to
flat plates under compression according to small-deflection
theory (n. 321 of reference 13) it has been found some-
what unsatisfactory for general use in the laboratory.
An essential requirement for the success of the
Southwell method i.sthat at least a part of the stress-
deflection curve approximate a rectangular hyperbola
()21__ E= 60t CJcr %-
(for simply supported plates )
(for pin-end~d columns)
where 5 Is the total deflection of the center of the
column or plate, 50 is the initial deflection of”%lie - ‘-
center of the column or plate, ~ Is the average compres-
sive stress on a column, and ocr is the critical com-
pressive stress. The test data from which the Southwell
plot is constructe~ must then be taken from this part of?
the curve. Tn the light of this requirement, the reason
for the success of the Southwell method when applied to
columns and for its failure when applied to plates fs
made clear in ff,gure9, where the stress-deflection
curves for simply su~ported columns and plates are com-
pared with the rectangular hyperbolas that they must
approximate. (The stress-deflection curve irifig. 9(b)
is for a column of which the infti.al shine is a circular
arc and was calculated by large-deflection theory by a
met?:od simtlar to thst used on pp. 69 to 72 of reference 13.)
In the case of a column, regardless of the Initial shage,
the requirement that a part of the stress:deflection curve “- ““
approximate a rectang’~lar hyqerbola is certain to be met
as the stress a~groaches the critical value. I-nthe case
of a plate, however, the stress-deflection curve usually
—
.does not amroxi.mate a rsctangul~r. hyperbola at stresses
near the critical stress unless the initial deviation
from fls.tnesshao~ens to be vsry small (fig. ~(a)).
Ex~eri.ence in the structures research laboratory of the
NACA Langley Laboratory ?,ndicates that the initial devia-
tion from flatness az,dthe inevitable inaccuracy of
lo~ding are usually not sufficiently small to guarantee
this close approximation. Even if these factors are
sufficiently small, difficulty is encountered in measuring
with sufficient accuracy the very small strains or dcf’lec-
tions used to make the Southwell plot for this special
case.
‘Theclose agreement- between. the plate stress-
def’lection curves and the rectangular hyperbolas at low
values of stress (fig, 9(a)) is largely fortuitous and
occurs because the type of initial deviation from flat-
ness assumed is the same as the lowest buckling mode.
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions are based on an analysis
of simulated test data calculated by large-deflection
theory and apnly to the elastic beh&vior of simply
suoqorted square plates under oonmressj.on.
1, The effects of Iqitial deviations from flatness
u?on the buckle growth and effeotive width of simply
supported square plates are most marked at stresses.
around the theoretical fist-~l~te critical stress. At
stresses well above or below the critical stress the
behavior of a ~late with &n injtial:deviation fz;oruf’lat-
ness is very muoh the same as thtitof an initially
?>erfectlyflat ~late.
2. The effective width for load-carrying capacity
of a plate with an tnitial deviation from flatness is,
at all values of stress, less then that of an initially
~erfect pl~te. The effective width.for stiffness a~ainst
further compression, however, ~s less than that o&a flat
slate ~t stresses below the theoretical oritical stress
but greater at stresses above.
—
.
.
.
.-
3. Either of two commonly used laboratory methods,
the strain-reversal method and tha top-of-the-knee method,
gives experimental critical stresses th~t are lower than
the theoretical ’flat-plate critical stress, the strain-
. reversal method generally giving more conservative values
.. than the to~-of-the-knee method. Such experimental
critical stresses are significant as an indication of the
start of rapidly growing Isteral tieflections, The effect
. of ~.ncreasing the initial deviation from flatness is to
reduce the experimental critical stress as determined by
either method.
h. The Southwell plot method of predicting theoretical
critical stresses for perfect specimens from experimental
observations on actual specimens may not be expected to
give, in general, satisfactory results when applied to
flat Slates.
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Langley Field, Va, , ~.ay13, 19L6
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SOLUTION OF VON tiRMIN SQUATIOITS
.
The differential equations derived by von W&& for
the equilibrium of a flat rectangular plate under the
action of normal pressure p
E
and central surface stresses
described by the stress func ion F are as follows (refer-
ence 1):
(The coordinate system is shown in fig. lCl)
If the plate has an initially. curved surface
described by the function Wo, the strains used to
t
establish equation (Al) tnust be revised as follows:
Strains Flat ~la.te Initially curved plate
- <x *+ lbwz0dx .zY
-CY dv+lwz t)-—by 2 by
,.
—
.
.
.-
.The left side of equation (A2) is obtained from
expressions for bending and twisting moments; and, since
the moments depend not on the totql curvature but only
on the change in curvature of the plate, the net deflec-
tion w - W. instead of the total deflection w should
be used on the left side for an initially curved plate.
The right side of equation (A2) gives the combined effect
of the lateral load pz and forces in the plane of the
plates; and, since the effect of the forces in the plane
of the plates depends on the total deflection w, the
right side of equation (A2) remcfns unchanged for an
initially curved plate.
The equations of equilibrium for an initially curved
plate therefore become
+’ (?)2F~2w+ d2F dzw - #2F a2~—— ——5 i+’ axz )—— (4)axz & bxay bxdy
The middle-surface stresses are
(At)
.—
The middle-surface strains are
(4.6)
The extreme-fiber betiing and shearing stresses due
to bending alone are
Et
[
a2(w - WO) t++w - w~)
d’x = t + P—
2(1 - M’q ~x2 & -
-m Rw - Wo)
L.y =
*
2(1 + y) 6x&y
I&w - V/o)
+p
1
‘1 (A?)~x2. .
J
A solution of equations (A3] and (d.} mu~t ~a~isfY
the boundary conditions that the deflection and the
bending moment per unit length along the edges be
zero:
. .
.-
. .
.
-.
.“
.-*
l
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At X= Oandx=a,
b% - Wo) @w - Wo)
+V = o
bx2 @
At y= O and y=b,
az(w - Wo) ba(w - Wo) ~
——+& ~ =
-1
These conditions are satisfied by
series
the two Fourier
1
19
‘Thenormal pressure may be expressed by the Fourier
S9rie S
‘z ‘E 1’.s‘in * ‘in + (J@)
r=l 3=1
By substitution, equation (A3] is found to be
satisfied if
(Ale) - -
20 NAC!ATN No, 11~. -.
.
where ~e and ~b are the average applied stresses in
the x- and y-di.rections~ respectively, and where
and
u-l -1
~~[
—
-k)(q-t)-k2 (q- t)2] ‘kt ‘(p-k)(q.+)B1 = kt(p
k=l t=y
.
=.
—
.
.-
if q#o and g.#o
% = “ if p =Oorq=O .
,2=~; [k*,k+P)(,-t +k2(,-*)2]wk,w k+p)(q-,-)‘ .
k=l t=l
.
.
if q#o
132= o, if q=o
3=>phk+P)*k(q-t)+(k+P)’(q-t)3~f(k+p)twk(q-.)“
11=1 t=l
if q#O andp#O
.
B3=0, if q=Oorp=O
,.
21
.
-1 @
Bb . 2X [(ktp- 1k)(t + q) + k2 (t + q)2 Wkt vJ(D-k)(t+q)
k=l t=l
if p+o
—
%
= o, if p=o” —
if q#o and p#o .
‘5=0’ ‘f ‘=0 ‘r ‘=0 —
%=~~E-)@+q)-k2”~t+~)21wk.w(k+P)(t+----
k=l tel
if q#O orp#O
36 = 0, if q =0 and p=O
if q#O and p#O
9= 0, if q=O orp=o
.—
-.
22 .
B~ =ET [(k + p) tk(t +--q)- (k + P)* (t + q)2] W(k+n)t Wk(t+q).
lc=l t=l
if q#O andp#O
B8 = 0, if p =Oorq=O
m m
~= z-x[(k+ p)(t + q)kt - (k+p)2 tg] W(k+D)(t+q) Wkt
k=l t=l
if ~#0 or q#O
:87= o, if p =Oandq=O,
The Do terms are the same aS the B tem excegt
that w terms are replaced.by W. terms.
The terms %0 and bogO may have any arbitrar~
value but they are ~f no importance because they vanish
~n the oartial derivatives of the stress fun~tion F
smearing in equations (A3) and (Ah).
.
l --
-.
.
-,:
.
r
,.-
l
.
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where
Equation (A4) is satisfied if
2
(
= D Wrs
)( )
~2
P
r2n& + s2—
rs - Wors ~2 ~2
I
2 ~2 2 mz
- ~a’CWrsr -— - ~btwrss ~-
~2 b
t IA+— (A -A4a2b2 ‘s )*rs
9
Ars =
z
An
n=
9
Aors =
I
A.
n
n=l
.
.
(All)
--
‘1=-ts’(s-’’(r(k)t]2b2)”(s(t-wktkt..:.”k=~ t=l
—
CQ w
A2=- Iz [t(k+ r) - k(t + S)~2 bktw(k+r)(t+s)
&CJ ‘C=Q
.,
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m co
xx W2 bk(t-+s)‘(k+r)t‘3 = L’(k+r)(t+s) -
?!-=0t=l
co m
‘h =xx [~k- (V + r)(t + S)]2 b(k+r)~ ‘J~(t-+s)
l,r=~ ~=()
‘5‘- ~~ ‘(t+‘)k- ‘k+‘)’”b~!+z’)(t+s)‘k,
U=l t=~
‘6=- ~ ~ “k+‘r-‘)(’‘.s)]2b(r’-k,t‘k,,+.]lr=l t=~
-.
l
—
.
—
““~~”” :2
.-.,.
-t)k + t(k + r)} b(k+r)(~-~) ‘kt-
-.
= =
-.
The equations for A. . . . AOQ
1
are the same as those
—
for Al**. l@ respectively; except that the b
terms are replaced by b. terms. - —-
By integration the function F is found to satisfy
the conditions
for X=9 and x = a and
pa ~a
for y =Oandy=b
The remaining cond~tions
satisfy are that the etiges x
andy= b remain straight.
that a~a be independent of
nendent of x. By actual evaluation, it is f~und that
that the solution must
= “Cl, X=a, y=o,
These conditio~s require
Y and that bch be inde-
?hese expressions for Fa and ~b are independent of
both x and .y.
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APPLICATION Tg SQUARE PLATE
.
The formulas required for mmerical work are given
for the special case of a square ?late subjected ‘co
compression in only one d~rection. Let
5=0b
P = 9.316
The system of equations (All) becomes simplified in this
case to
. i ~ra( )( 20 - K. r2 + S210.8 rs )
ca r2 1
.— —
0 K+— (4Et3 ‘rs - A.rs)
(Bl}
crx 2*7 ‘s
When symmetrical initial curvature and symmetrical
buckling are assumed, and when only the first six colu-
nonents of “the double harmonic series with odd subscri~ts
are considered, Kll, %3’ ~31’ ’33 ‘ ’15’ ’51 “may
be determined from six equations of the type of equ.a+
tion (All) when ZJ~crv and the initial curvature are
known . These equations~are si.milar,to those in table 11
of reference 1,
-.
“.
..
-.
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Extreme-fiber strains .- From equations (A6), (A7},
and (}10), the extreme-fiber strains at the plate c&ter
are given-by
.
-3p(l -
“2’TT&%.-boPJ’-F’F “--
p=o q=o
+ 1.5(1 - p*) x X(-’f-m’(!w%
In=l,3,5n=l,3,~
:3
‘2 _ ‘a
c r
crx crx + 3(1 - “2’XzA’~. - “’PJ(-1’9pa q=o
-’”(’-”2$7s(%-‘%:)’-’)%
p=o q+
.
-1.b(l-pq
m
The difference of the extreme-fiber strains
‘1 - ‘2
In the x-direction at the center of the plate ‘divided-
>(E2)
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by Ecr is given by the following equation:
x
Lateral deflect 3.0n.- The deflection at the cenfmr
of th~ slate divided by the plate thickness t is
(*)
The net deflection at the centtirof-the plate divided
by the plate thickness t is
Effective width, - If’R flat plate shortens without
buckling, the average stress is E~9. The average stress
on a buokled ~late or a plate with ~nitial curvature is
3as which is less than E~e. ln other words, the b~c~~led
Dla~e or the glate with an ~n.itial devlatlon from flat-
ness is equivalent in load-carqi.ng capacity to”a flat
and unbuckled plate of the same thickness but smaller
width, T’hewidth of this hy~othetical pl~te, or the
effective width be of—the actual plate, can be obtained
.
.
.
.
.
.
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by equating the load-carrying capacities of the two
nlates. .Thus
b
Since, for elastic buckling,
.
29
hence
(%)
.
t
.
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Fig. la-c
—
(a) Before loadi~.
(b) After loading; just
before buckling.
(c) After buckling.
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.
Figure l.- Edge-stress distribution for a simply
. supported flat plate under edge compression.
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Figure 2.- Variation of net-center-deflection ratio
with average edge-compressive-stress ratio for sfmply
supported square plates with slight “initial deviations
from flatness.
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Figure 3.- Variation of unit-plate-shortening ratio
with average edge-compress”tve-stress ratio for simply
supported square plates with slight initial deviations
from flatness.
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Figure 4.- Variation of effective-width ratio for load-carrying
capacity with average edge-compressive-stress ratio for simply l’
supported square plates with slight initial deviations from
flatness. ,
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Figure 5.- Variation of effect ive-wldthmatio for stiffness
with average edge-compressive-stress ratio “for simply
supported square plates with slight initial deviations
from flatness.
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Figure 6.- Varlatlon &f extreme-f-lber-strain ratios at
plate center with average edge-compressive-stress ratio
for simply supported square plates with slight initial
deviations from flatness.
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l Figure 7.- Varlatlon of difference in extreme-fiber-strain ratiosat
. platecenterwith averageedge-compressive-stressratio for simply
supported square plates with slight initfal deviations fkmm flatness.
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Ffgure 8.- Comparison of
strain-reversal method
buckling-stress ratios obtained by
and top-of-the-hee method.
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Figure 9.- Comparison of calculated stress-deflection
.Curves for simply supported columns and plates with the -
rectangular hyperbolas that the curves must closely
approximate if the $outhwell plot method is to apply.
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Figure 10.- Coordinate system
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